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CSE 4547: Parallel and Distributed SYstems
Programmable eMulators are not allowed. Do not write anYthing on the quesjlon PIpers _

Al's;'e;'an 3 (three) questions. Figpres in the right rnargjn indicate full marks of questions whereas

corresponding co and PO are written within parentheses'

1 a) Consider the chord architecture shown in Figure 1 where beth the nod? id: and Iata itV::
’ keys are 5_bit. Here the dark gray circles represent the nodes present.in the ysem wThil:

the circles with dotted lines represent the presence of onIY th data items' . Each node is
connected to the immediate next node in the qYstem' Them are also shoTtcuts be,twFFl: soTe
of the nodes which is shown in the figure as well- A querY is now made to nod? 14 for the
data item with key value 10. Describe the steps that are tHan to locate the data item
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Figure 1: Chord architecture for Question 1.a)
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c) Differentiate between:
i. Stateless and Stateful servers

ii. Concurrent and Iterative servers
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2.

transacuo-il request within the distributed system.

b) What are the limiuaons of a Sensor Network? How do the nodes in such a nehvork over
come these limitations to coordinate with each other?
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c) DifferenUak between Event-based coordination and Shared Data-space coordination with
the help of appropriate flgures
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3 a) Give a practical example for each of the following types of transparencY:

5 X 2
(C02)
(POI)Relocation

ii. Failure

iii. Migration
iv. Concurrency

b) When is it necessary to scale the size of a distributed system? Mention the different tech

niques that can be applied for scaling the slze

v. Access 2+ 8
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